Telegrapher’s Slang

A HAM had the same significance as it does in the acting profession. One degree
lower on the epithet scale was LID, which was a withering application. A STRAW
HAT might be thought of as a “temporary LID,” and was often applied to a good
operator as the result of an error or simply to “get his goat.”
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The capabilities of old-time telegraph operators were tested in many ways. Good
senders could often keep mediocre receiving operators “humping.” A receiving
operator under these conditions would know he was being PASTED for the
sender would be BURNING UP THE WIRE—He would consider himself getting a
ROASTING and would have to work hard to prevent himself from being put
UNDER THE TABLE, or buried under the avalanche of message traffic.

If a receiving operator felt that the sender was capable of sending, but incapable
of GOING OVER, or TAKING THE OTHER SIDE (meaning incapable of holding the
receive side of a circuit), he would refer to the sender as an OUTBOUND
operator, capable only of fast sending. Working circuits at high speed was known
as WORKING BONUS. An operator WORKING BONUS received premium wages
for his ability to clear significant amounts of message traffic.
If a sender was dissatisfied with a receiver, he would tell him to GET UP,
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be, first and foremost,
communicators and technicians.
If you share this vision, please
support QNI. Submit your news
and articles for publication.

meaning that he was to leave the circuit and get an RJ, or relief operator. If the supervisor arranged this, the
operator was said to be LIFTED.
Finally, a good operator who sent excellent Morse was often referred to as a FIST (noun). A FIST had perfect,
easy to copy, efficient sending, which was highly valued by the operator on the receiving end. Of course,
“FIST” also applied generally to one’s sending ability as in, “he has a good fist,” or “he has a poor fist.”
-30- (di-di-di-dah-dit daaaahhh)

R e s p o n s i b l e F r e q u e n c y C o o r d i n a ti o n
by James Wades (WB8SIW)
Recently, the developer of a new digital mode announced the release of his new software platform and
issued a press release stating that a particular frequency would be the gathering point for users. It turns out
that this frequency falls into an area commonly used by numerous nets and which has been in use by these
nets for years. The result was the sudden onset of significant interference to scheduled net operations.
Net Managers were then faced with a dilemma. Should the net move? If the net does move, is it not setting a
precedent in which the net is constantly reacting to every poorly conceived frequency choice? What about
the need to change documentation, such as numerous net directories and the like and the confusion this
would cause?
Of course, no one “owns” a frequency. Moving a net to avoid a casual QSO already in progress is one thing. If
the QSO is there first, it is customary to move a net up or down a a few kilohertz to accommodate the
conversation. In some cases, one can diplomatically ask those in QSO to voluntarily move. Things are
different, however, in the case of organizational frequencies or frequencies embedded in software platforms.
In these latter cases, a responsible developer or club leadership should engage in some research. This
research includes:
•

Conducting an Internet search to determine what nets or organizations already have programs or
scheduled nets situated on that frequency.

•

Monitoring the selected frequency and perhaps several alternate frequencies for a week or two to
determine if there are any existing nets or user groups, which might be displaced, particularly during
peak operating times. This is best done with a few geographically distributed volunteers.

•

Researching existing band-plans and general operating trends to select the optimum, interference-free
location.

•

Ultimately; selecting the frequency, which will cause the least disruption to existing users.

Certainly, the bands are a shared space. There will be conflicts which should be resolved amicably. There is
not enough room for every scheduled net, QSO and other activity to have a quiet channel. However,
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consideration for one’s fellows starts with basic research and due diligence. In other words….
A responsible club or organization doesn’t just pull a frequency out of thin air. Rather, they SELECT a
frequency based on research.
Interest Group Myopia
Another area of concern is what one might call “interest group myopia.” Today’s Amateur Radio Service is
heavily dominated by the contest and DX culture. These users see frequency selection as a function of access.
That is; what frequency allows the best options for working as many DX stations as possible. Frequency
selection is often predicated only on compatibility between IARU Regions, the contest environment and the
like. All too often, little thought is given to users who may have other interests.
This is not to suggest that such considerations are not important. However, those selecting the frequency
should make a reasonable attempt to consider operating activities and modes outside of their area of
interest.
A Lack of Leadership
This situation is perhaps reflective of the failures of our various national amateur radio associations. For
example, when the phone bands were greatly expanded in the U.S. a decade ago, largely at the expense of
the old novice segments, the author filed comments with the FCC suggesting that expansion of the phone
bands to such an extent was unwise due to the likely future growth in new digital modes. The author even
suggested that the former Novice Bands be retained and repurposed so they could evolve into a digital
window for new sound-card modes and an expanded automated digital segment.
Unfortunately, some had other ideas and their opinions carry considerable weight. Most hams don’t want to
be bothered with the minutia of coordination or research so they assent to the status quo. As such, the FCC
was generally deaf to the opinions of individual radio amateurs and smaller groups that did not approve of
the extent to which phone bands were expanded. The result is now an ever-increasing number of CW and
digital operators crowded into excessively narrow segments.
While we will never know why the door was opened to such a radical expansion of the phone bands, we do
know we are now facing a serious problem. The term “CW sub-bands” is a misnomer because they are a
catch-all for both numerous digital modes along with CW. With the latter experiencing a renewed interest
and with the significant growth in digital modes the author predicted, we are quickly reaching saturation.
This situation is likely to hinder mode diversity, experimentation and the general evolution of the Amateur
Radio Service.
In this environment of poor leadership, in which there is no dialogue in our national journals about the “nutsand-bolts” aspects of spectrum management and operating standards, we all must exercise caution when
selecting frequencies as “gathering points” or for net operations. Engage in the same actions as would the
professionals in the government or military sector. Research published frequency assignments. Park a
monitor on the frequency you plan to use. Note activity, particularly during the propagation-favorable times.
Monitor several frequency candidates for several weeks. Compare these frequencies to determine which
one, if selected, will cause the least disruption to existing users. Then identify it as your gathering point.
Yes. It takes time. Yes. It takes some volunteers….but Yes! It preserves the fraternal spirit of Amateur Radio
by showing respect for one’s fellows. Pulling a frequency out of nowhere is as rude and obnoxious as
stepping to the front of a long line at the supermarket without giving thought to others…..and the results are
much longer lasting.
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The Journey of a Welfare Message
By James Wades, WB8SIW

During Hurricane Irma, a disaster welfare inquiry radiogram originating in Maine was routed to John
Thompson (WA4BAM) in Miami. The message travelled part of the way via the Digital Traffic Network and
was then transferred to a CW network for further routing to its destination. There was nothing unusual
about this disaster welfare inquiry message. However, what may have been unusual were the methods
utilized to achieve delivery.
As might be expected, the phone number associated with the addressee was inoperative. This is not unusual
in a disaster situation, particularly for VoIP telephone numbers or land-line numbers still served by copper.
Because it was not practical to drive to the address in an attempt to locate the individual or a neighbor who
could report on the location or well-being of the individual, John came up on the Radio Relay International
20-meter CW frequency and requested assistance to clear the radiogram.
Your Editor, who was QSX on the calling frequency copied the message while driving down I-55 in Western
Illinois and while seeking a solution, he came up with a plan. Pulling over at a rest area, he grabbed an “iPad”
from his brief case and began researching the address. A visit to “Google Maps” brought the addressee’s
location up on a map. Then, “street view” and its options eventually revealed that the address was located
within a senior retirement community. With the name of the facility available, it became possible to conduct
some additional research and eventually identify a contact number for the management company that
operated the senior living community. This data was then provided to those in the disaster area.
Instead of continued attempts to reach a non-working number, the inquiry was redirected to the
management company seeking information on the well-being of the individual. They dispatched a security
officer to the address, who reported back a short time later that the husband and wife were fine and
unharmed. This resulted in a reply radiogram being originated to the inquiring party in Maine. The total turnaround time was measured in hours and a good service was provided.
Disaster Welfare Inquiries are always problematic. Most EMCOMM groups discourage them entirely.
However; a bit of thinking “outside the box” might allow a well-organized group like RRI to manage Disaster
Welfare Inquiries in a more effective manner. Using the above scenario as a model, consider this possible
approach:
•

Disaster Welfare Inquiry messages are routed via the RRI network to designated stations within a disaster
area. These stations may be individual or perhaps radio club stations that are staffed with competent
traffic operators (thereby relieving administrative burden on local EMCOMM groups).

•

When possible, the DWI radiogram is delivered in the normal fashion and a reply is generated by the
usual channels. However, in the event delivery proves impossible due to a non-working telephone
number or a displaced party, the operator holding the message requests assistance on a “research net.”
The address is researched and the data is then returned to provide possible alternative (or indirect)
points-of-contact to locate the individual.

So, what’s a “research net?” It’s a team of a few computer-savvy operators located outside the disaster area
who use readily available on-line tools to identify alternative delivery options. For example, Google Maps,
Google Earth and similar tools, can be used to identify physical relationships, adjacent organizations and
businesses, which may be willing to check on an individual. This information can then be referred back to the
radio operator in the disaster area for follow-up. Consider these scenarios:
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•

Does the addressee live in a condominium, apartment housing or retirement community? If so, a
management office or security company is often aware of evacuation locations, shelters, or perhaps they
can physically locate the individual in their facility.

•

Is there a nearby church, community organization or even a business that could check on the individual
without extensive effort?

•

Are there relatives nearby? Services such as “white pages” and “411” will often identify relatives who are
related to the individual or phone numbers associated with a neighboring address.

Under the latter circumstances, one need only call the alternate points-of-contact in the form of an identified
individual or organization on the phone and say:
“Hello, my name is ------. I’m a volunteer with an organization called “Radio Relay International,” which
specializes in disaster communications. We have a Disaster Welfare Inquiry regarding the well being
of Mr [name] who resides at [address]. Could you assist us in locating him?
Remember that it is now rather rare for ALL local telecommunications infrastructure to fail. Even during the
Mexico City earthquake in 1985, much of the local telephone infrastructure remained operative. It was only
the “long-lines” that failed.
Local organizations can also be enlisted in the process of locating individuals. Managing disaster welfare
inquiries would be an ideal activity to be adopted by a local radio club, REACT group or similar organization.
Local radio clubs in particular, have been rather “frozen out” of community service since 9-11 as the focus of
ARES®, RACES, and AUXCOMM focus on serving agencies rather than individuals and communities. Imagine
the benefit of having several well-organized radio clubs on the ground interfacing with RRI network
infrastructure!
The take-away here is this:
•

Many modern tools are available to identify alternative delivery methods for Disaster Welfare Inquiries.

•

Research might best be handled by a team OUTSIDE the disaster area to ease the administrative burden
on radio operators and emergency services.

•

Pre-existing agreements with local radio clubs and/or community organizations may be helpful as well.

•

A “research net” can also be used to answer questions regarding road closures, evacuations and
information that is often available in the disaster area, but are difficult to identify in the “haze” of
activities.

Finally, local EMCOMM groups or radio clubs could have an arrangement with local social service and relief
organizations to originate welfare messages from shelters and the like. This is “neighborhood” oriented
public service communications. It is, of course, always better to originate welfare messages from within the
disaster area. However, Disaster Welfare Inquiries will occasionally turn-up.
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A n A m p l i fi e r f o r T r a ffi c H a n d l i n g
By James Wades, WB8SIW

It’s no secret that propagation has been consistently poor over the past five or six years and, unfortunately, it
appears that we can expect more of the same for quite some time.
Having recently agreed to take the IATN “Foxtrot” schedule, which required checking into the Western Area
Net (or an alternative arrangement) from Illinois on a regular basis, along with the fact that Radio Relay
International is now being included in a variety of regional and national disaster exercises, it was time to get
serious about an amplifier.
Plans were originally made to purchase a used Ameritron AL-811. Unfortunately, the deal fell through due to
the seller’s personal problems. The result was not an amplifier, but a note of apology and a refund. As a
result, I began keeping an eye open for another used amplifier available at reasonable cost.
One day, while browsing a classified advertisement site, I came across an ad for a Hammarlund HXL-1
amplifier. Arrangements were made with the seller to have a look at the amp. It appeared in good shape,
with no evidence of catastrophic component
failure, so I took it home at a reduced price that
fit my rather meager ham radio budget.
Once on the bench, some of the usual problems
revealed themselves.
First, the unit had its original electrolytic
capacitors. At 50+ years of age, I wasn’t even
going to attempt to continue using them.
Removal took a bit of effort, but the biggest
problem was finding suitable replacements that
fit the original form-factor. This being
problematic, newer capacitors were mounted to
the old phenolic chassis insulators using an
epoxy resin. Once the adhesive cured, they were
then wired according to the schematic.
For those unfamiliar with amplifiers, it is common to wire filter capacitors in series along with an equalizing
resistor across each capacitor to more evenly distribute the voltage drop as capacitors age or variations in
manufacturing characteristics emerge. This prevents excessive voltage drop across any one capacitor, which
may exceed its breakdown voltage, with the result being a cascading series of catastrophic failures. This
meant it was necessary to install six new capacitors of 100 mf at 500 volts each combined with six 470-kohm
2-watt resistors across each capacitor.
A check of the bleeder resistor, a 75-kohm 100-watt vitreous enamel chassis mount unit, revealed that it was
open. A suitable spare was found in the junk box, which tested good. As I would learn later, the breakdown
voltage for this identical-looking unit was only 1000 volts, which proved problematic.
Cold solder joints were found on the parasitic suppressors (located at the plate connection on the two 572B
vacuum tubes). It appears a prior owner had tried to replace the resistors in the circuit and simply did a poor
job of it. This was corrected. In addition, a couple of other minor repairs were necessary:
•

An electrolytic capacitor in the bias/relay control circuit was replaced.
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•

The prior owner had placed a 10-amp fuse in the 6-amp socket.

•

The 220-VAC plug fell off when handled. All three wires were apparently loose and had been so for a long
time.

The moral of the story is; when buying used equipment, look everything over carefully. The fact that
someone holds a ham license does not mean he is a good technician. It doesn’t even mean that he knows
how to wire a plug! As Clint Eastwood (or his screenwriters) once famously said; “a man needs to know his
limitations,” and someone apparently didn’t believe this. Worse yet, the need to know one’s limitations is
particularly important in the case of a device that operates in excess of 2 kV and which can very easily kill
you! When engaging in repairs on a linear amplifier, it should be viewed as the equivalent of a loaded gun,
which, if mishandled, has the capacity to kill or maim.
After a thorough check-out, the time came to connect power and RF to test the beast. At first, everything
looked fine for about 20 minutes until the big fireworks show! Brilliant blue flashes of light suddenly emerged
from inside the cabinet as I made a quick dive for the power switch. I was sure it was a catastrophic failure.
However, upon removing the cabinet, I could find no visual evidence of component failure. What I did finally
discover was that the bleeder resistor had failed. A search of old manufacturer’s specs showed that the
replacement unit I had used had a maximum voltage rating of 1kV, but the amplifier was running a bit over
2kV. The moral of this story….research replacement components carefully! Remember, once one crosses the
1 kV threshold, he is entering an entirely new world.
Once the bleeder problem was addressed, the unit was again tested and it was found to work perfectly.
However, all was not quite well in amplifier land quite yet. An Ameritron ARB-704 interface had been
purchased to better isolate the amplifier relay circuit from the Yaesu FT-450D exciter control circuit. While
the Ameritron ARB-704 is said to work with any amplifier, I discovered that the HXL-1 is that rare exception.
Relay control voltage is provided by the filament transformer and a half-wave rectifier. The ARB-704 would
not immediately key the amplifier when transmitting. One would have to hold the key down to allow the
electrolytic capacitor to fully charge before the unit would switch properly. Once one was transmitting for a
time, the change-over relay switched fine, but that initial “hot switch” was obviously problematic and
unacceptable on-air.
Various options were considered, including building up a PIN-diode switching arrangement, modification for
full-wave DC-relay control and the like. Again, being “frugal” (cheap) and using what was readily available at
hand, the output of the ARB-704 was interfaced with a DC supply and a sensitive new-old-stock Commercial
Cable Company telegraph relay, the output of the latter being used
to switch the amplifier. There are certainly more elegant ways to do
this, but the price for the components was right (free from the junk
box) and the telegraph relay is probably good for another 75 years!
For those unfamiliar with the rather uncommon Hammarlund HXL1; its design is similar to the Heathkit SB-220. However, like all
Hammarlund products of the era, it is considerably overbuilt. The
transformer is oversized and all internal components are of the best
quality. This may be why it was used for 50 years with the original
capacitors. It is also considerably heavier than its Heathkit cousin.
At approximately 75 pounds, lifting it five feet in the air to place it
atop the operating console without damaging the finish proved a bit
of a work-out. The author is glad he lifted weights and had to take a
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physical-readiness test every six months when he was younger!
On the Air
The first on-air test took place on the “QIN” net (Indiana CW Net) followed by a QSO with N9SE, the Central
Area IATN manager who, by the way, was testing his newly acquired Collins KWS-1. Signal reports were
excellent on both ends! This was followed by a test on a session of the QMN CW Net (Michigan Net). Signal
reports were excellent while running the amplifier at 400 to 500 watts output.
The real test came a few days later during the IATN Foxtrot Schedule. I had no problem being heard on WAN
despite very poor conditions. Subsequent signal reports have been excellent.
There is no beam antenna at WB8SIW. Rather, the amplifier is typically used with a 2-MHz full wave loop that
runs the perimeter of the yard (see “A Big Signal” in the October, 2012 issue of “QNI”). A Palstar AT-500
antenna tuner feeds RG-59/U coax to a remote current-balun where a transition is made to open wire line. I
was rather concerned that the existing RG-59/U would not handle the higher power levels, but so far, I have
had no problems with it. Plans call for upgrading the coax run from the basement to the remote balun box
located about 40 feet away, but it appears unnecessary to rush into the project.
Summary:
For a total investment of a bit over 450 dollars, I now have a good quality, serviceable amplifier, which allows
me to communicate reliably on nets under marginal conditions. Unlike chasing DX or rag-chewing, the traffic
operator must communicate on schedule with a specific geographic location and clear message traffic
reliably….
This is a far more difficult test of antenna and station performance than DXing, contesting or rag-chewing.
One might even argue that traffic work is the ultimate test combining good station performance with highvalue operating skills. Each message is unique and message traffic is far more complex than the “cookiecutter” 599/serial number exchanges so common in contesting, thereby providing a real measure of operator
ability.
While I will only use the amplifier as necessary, it’s reassuring to have it available, particular for emergency
communications support or for those difficult assignments, which require transcontinental communications
with a traffic-quality signal.
-30-

T h e Way I t ’ s Su p p o s e d to Wo r k
By Kate Hutton (K6HTN)

A couple of weeks ago, I presented one of my traffic training sessions (“TFC School”) to an ARES/Red Cross
group in Riverside. It seemed like a successful session, but we shall see how many new check-ins we get on
the VHF nets.
Anyway, one of the organizers had a personal tale about the 1989 “Loma Prieta” earthquake that affected
the San Francisco area. Most people think of it as the World Series earthquake, since it happened right
before a game, rocking the crowd in Candlestick Park.
The quake caused quite a lot of damage and the phones were out for a period of time afterwards. My
narrator, in Los Angeles, was trying to call his relative in the Bay Area, to check on him, but was unsuccessful.
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The next day, however, another relative, outside of California, called our narrator to say that the Bay Area
family member was fine and had “stood in line” to send them a radiogram.
The good old days!

Ke e p i n g Tra c k o f R a d i o g ra m s
By James Wades, WB8SIW

There are probably as many methods of keeping track of radiogram files as there are operators. Nonetheless,
tracking radiograms and ensuring none are lost in the administrative process is every bit as important as the
technology used to communicate.
Good record-keeping during routine operations translates nicely to the EOC or NIMS environment should
ham radio be needed to support important agencies. This is one of the big benefits of traffic handling. Even
when one is using automated systems, such as WL2K or DTN, one should be able to refer to a file of message
traffic to determine when and to whom a message was transmitted or received. One should also be able to
reference message traffic filed in sequence and/or against a time-line. This allows an operator to answer
those questions that invariably arise in the emergency management environment, such as:
•

“When did that request for supplies come in?”

•

“When did you send that directive regarding the evacuation radius to the Incident Commander?”

•

…..and so on.

The old days?
Years ago, radio operators transcribed traffic on message blanks. A good operator could place a message
blank in a mill and begin transcribing the traffic up to several words/groups behind. The text was typically
typed ten groups to a line, with an extra space or two between groups of five on each line to speed the group
-count (check). The process was straightforward, with the service data typically transcribed beneath the
signature on the radiogram. The same rules apply today, but computer word-processing programs allow one
a bit more flexibility. Therefore, let’s examine the administrative process associated with radiograms or any
record message traffic:
The radiogram preamble incorporates important information that is essential to answering or verifying
inquiries about message traffic and the data it contains. While this has been covered in detail in other
articles, we’ll touch on just two of the important components.
•

Message number: All outgoing traffic is assigned a message number. This is not an affectation imported
from the days of telegraphy. It is an essential component that allows an originating station to sequentially
file message traffic for ready reference. If done correctly, it provides a temporal sequence and a “decision
sequence” for verification purposes. For example, imagine originating hundreds of messages from an EOC
without the use of message serial numbers. If an inquiry or service message is received, one would have
to scan each text or perhaps addresses and signatures to locate a specific message. A serial number
speeds this process. Perhaps most importantly, reply or service messages need only reference the
message number, allowing one to easily refer to the data or directive in question. Message numbers also
prevent fraud. In the days of telegraphy, serial numbers prevented abuses, such as that of an operator
inserting a fraudulent message into the system to manipulate a financial transaction. However, even in
the modern NIMS environment, it remains possible that an official could insert a message into a file after
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an operation to hide an oversight, thereby preventing discovery during an investigation or legal
proceeding.
•

Date-Time Group: The time and date of origin defines when the message was drafted and presented for
transmission. This time may or may not match the time when the message was transmitted or entered
into a data terminal.

A well run EOC communications center incorporates a message router/clerk, whose job it is to accept
incoming and/or outgoing message traffic and ensure it is routed to the correct radio circuit (in the case of
outgoing messages), or delivered to the correct EOC functional representative (in the case of incoming
messages). This leaves the radio operators free to deal with the mechanics and nuances of network
operations.
Ideally, even if the EOC has an official message router, it is a good idea to have someone assigned to the
Amateur Radio team who can serve as a message clerk. This person can ensure that the proper message
number is assigned to outgoing messages, insert the needed preamble, check the group-count for accuracy
and the like. His job sequence in the message center is simple:
1. Examine the message as routed to the communications team.
2. Ensure the message is properly drafted and complete.
3. Assign a sequential message serial number.
4. Complete the preamble if necessary.
5. Hand the message off to the operator staffing the most appropriate radio circuit for transmission to its
destination.
Once the operator who is assigned to transmit the message completes his task, he notes the call sign and net
on which he transmitted it and at which time he did so. He then sets the message in the “complete” pile for
the clerk to collect and file accordingly.
Incoming messages work in a similar manner:
1. The operator copies (transcribes) the incoming message.
2. He records the call sign/net from which it is received along with the datetime group indicating when it was received.
3. He hands it to the clerk, who reviews it for completeness and accuracy.
4. If inconsistencies are present the clerk returns the message to the operator
for clarification/correction.
5. Once everything looks good, it is given to the EOC message router or
delivered directly to the EOC functional representative depending on the
A tally counter is ideal for keeping
mechanics of the EOC.

track of outgoing message serial numbers in the shack or in the EOC.

The individual operator:

Of course, some EMCOMM support happens at home. Net liaisons, IATN representatives or just active traffic
handlers can find themselves transmitting or receiving a dozen messages during a net session, particularly at
the Area or Region level. It is here that a word processor program is of considerable benefit.
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Outgoing traffic:
The author finds himself sending acknowledgment messages to new RRI Registered Radio Operators on
occasion. These are transmitted in “book format.”
A tally counter is used to track all radiograms originated. This ensures message numbers aren’t duplicated.
Once the book of traffic is formatted, it is easy to insert the service information associated with each
transmission. Furthermore, an asterisk is placed next to each completed radiogram.
For example: “TX: N9CK/9RN/C4 280058Z JUL 2017
This provides a record that the message was transmitted to N9CK on the Ninth Region Net during
Cycle 4 on July 28 at 0058Z.
If using a mill instead of a word processor, the author simply types this information under the radiogram and
places a check mark next to the message number.
Receiving Traffic:
The same rules apply to receiving traffic. However, in this case, one must differentiate between messages
received for relay or messages received for delivery. In the latter case, the author records the service
information indicating from whom and when a message was received. However, the following is also
recorded (example):
RX: K1NN/HBN 011255Z AUG 2017
DELV: TELEPHONE 011700Z AUG 2017
Summary:
Remember that good record keeping serves several purposes:
•

Trains the operator to support important agencies in time of emergency.

•

Shows respect for fellow traffic operators by ensuring that messages are not misplaced or duplicated.

•

Eliminates the frustration of sorting through piles of scrap paper to find messages.

•

Allows the operator to investigate lost messages.

Traffic handling is a fun and interesting challenge. Anyone can enter “59” and a serial number again and
again in a logging program. Only a real radio operator can copy unpredictable message content accurately
while simultaneously recording the necessary service data, which could prove essential in time of emergency.

-30-
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One possible method of recording service data and status of radiograms. Note information about time(s)
at which messages were transmitted and the asterisk indicating the message is complete. One need not
duplicate this template exactly. However, it does offer an example of proper record-keeping.

Note: Addresses associated with book-traffic
radiogram text and signature on prior page,
which is not shown.

E-mail addresses and phone numbers
redacted to protect privacy of radiogram addressees.
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Another example of proper servicing/record-keeping associated with radiograms.

The QNI Newsletter is now accepting advertisements. Do you own or manage an Amateur Radio
related business? If so, please consider advertising in QNI. All funds support the operation of Radio Relay International, a registered non-profit, public-benefit corporation dedicated to the development and maintenance of a professional-quality public service communications infrastructure.
Modern and Tube-Type Radios
Repair
Alignment
Calibration
Restoration
15 Years RF/Microwave Technician
20 Years NASA Electrical Engineer
50 Years Licensed Radio Amateur
Be sure to tell advertisers, “I saw it in QNI !”
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The Four Percent
By Kate Hutton (K6HTN)

The following data are from the daily FEMA report (1 Aug 2017), which I subscribe to:

I’m looking at the first line of statistics: “nearly 137k (+18k) of 2.7 million homes impacted.” I don’t know what the addon 18k refers to, but 137k over 2.7 million is about 5%.
Down below that, I see the oft-quoted only “4% cell tower outage.” This figure is of interest because I have heard hams
(especially traffic handlers) outside the area, who have time to speculate about such things, say “Well, I guess there isn’t
much call for hams to help in communications” because the infrastructure was resilient enough that only 4% of cell towers
were down. If we are saying that, I think we’re looking at the data in the wrong way.
It may not be a coincidence that the percentage of cell towers down and the percentage of homes affected are rather close
to each other, as statistics go. I’m guessing that the dead cell towers are clustered in the same geographic area as the affected housing, for obvious reasons … in the areas that have the worst flooding.
Those 4% of cell towers could have been serving the people living in the 137k impacted homes! Assuming 4 people per
home, we would then be looking at over 500,000 people without a means of personal communications.
In summary, rather than bemoan the fact that hams didn’t pass much traffic in one of the biggest natural disaster of recent
memory (up until a month &a half later!), we should be extending our radio connections to the grassroots level. The affected people need to know about us and how to find us. I am very glad to see RRI moving in this direction. Enough said!
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Radio Club Traffic Committees?
** An Editorial **
By James Wades (WB8SIW)
This issue of the QNI Newsletter is going to press in the immediate aftermath of Hurricane Maria. This event, as well as
the two hurricanes that preceded it, have proven that significant disasters continue to generate a demand for welfare traffic. They also prove that a better methodology is needed to manage disaster welfare inquires.
Over a period of at least a few decades, our national associations have been arguing that traffic nets are no longer needed.
Recent policy has emphasized deployable mesh networks, WinLink2000 (WL2K) radio e-mail programs and the like. Yet,
the aftermath of these recent disasters points out several realities, which cannot be ignored:
1. Common-denominator modes are universal. Nearly every radio amateur who can get on-air after a disaster has a microphone or key. Only a small percentage have access to WL2K.
2. A plan MUST be in place for embedding radio amateurs in shelters. These operators should have the capacity to originate welfare message traffic during those times when higher-priority agency traffic is not being transmitted.
3. We need a robust relationship between local radio amateurs and the neighborhoods in which they live.
Imagine these scenarios:
•

Joe Hamm emerges from his home after a hurricane. There is some damage, but his home remains habitable. Power,
Internet and cellular service is inoperative. He sets up a temporary antenna and powers up his transceiver at low power and checks into a traffic network. He is now ready to originate and receive welfare traffic for his neighbors. He puts
a yard sign out front, which states “EMERGENCY COMMUNICATIONS via Radio Relay International,” thereby informing his neighbors that he has the capability of originating traffic out of the area.

•

The Podunk Hollow radio club is looking for a mission. ARES ® and AUXCOMM have long-ago taken the lead in
agency support. The club decides to create a “traffic committee,” the purpose of which is to ensure daily connectivity
to state and national traffic networks, the purpose being to ensure that welfare and operational message traffic functions can be supported effectively in time of emergency. After a disaster, the club deploys a message center in the
community at a convenient fire station, city hall, or other known facility, and utilizes the RRI infrastructure to provide
a needed communications service.

It’s time to get serious about Amateur Radio as a SERVICE. It’s also time for local radio clubs to get re-involved in their
community.
Consider this a call for every active radio club in the Country to affiliate with Radio Relay International by forming a
“Traffic Committee.” It works like this:
1. Solicit several volunteers for the Traffic Committee. Put together a duty roster of operators who agree to check-in to
a state/section net of their choice to represent their local community. This ensures that a core group of operators have
experience handling traffic on radio networks.
2. Form an emergency response group of operators who can deploy basic equipment and emergency power to the field.
Remember that options that do NOT require a generator and gasoline should be included (low power CW, solar and
battery power).
3. Reach out to a local community organization to ensure that a message center can be deployed to a known public location.
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4. Run an occasional drill, perhaps one or twice a year to practice deploying the temporary messaging capability. Originate radiogram traffic to determine if the portable techniques offer a reasonable traffic-quality signal.
5. Build the necessary media relationships to ensure that public information announcements can be issued to inform radio
listeners of the existence of the message center.
Remember that message centers can do much more than originate or accept incoming disaster welfare inquiries. Such a
message center can provide an alternate path for requests for local emergency services. It can also serve as a clearing house
for information about available shelters, local social services and other resources of interest to disaster victims.
The main point: Don’t wait for some of these national Amateur Radio organizations to articulate a vision of community
service. We need boots on the ground. All it takes is a few men and women with portable HF and VHF radio capability and
a willingness to do some good for their neighbors. Are you on board?
-30-

Low-Hanging Fruit (EMP protection)
By Kate Hutton (K6HTN)
I’m not a “prepper,” except in the sense that I’m involved with emergency ham radio communications, and I’m not (as far
as I know) paranoid. I haven’t thought much about nuclear war for decades.
However! The newscasts in the few months have prompted me to find around my house: 1) some back-up radios, 2) some
unused 10-gallon steel trash cans, and 3) some cardboard boxes. From these, I constructed some quick-and-easy Faraday
cages, with contents. They might even work.
I’m no expert on electromagnetic pulse (EMP), but my understanding is that a nuclear explosion releases a lot of X-rays. If
the detonation occurs high in the atmosphere, the X-rays create many ions, which act within the Earth’s magnetic field to
create a very large pulse of electromagnetic waves (i.e. radio), similar to the results of a very large solar flare and direct
CME impact would do.
The electromagnetic pulse tends to affect solid-state and miniaturized electronics, in particular, and not so much “boat anchor” gear. I don’t own any tube-based gear, but I do now have a few crude Faraday cages that should help mitigate destructive pulses, to help protect some of my back-up modern radio equipment.
The important factors are to 1) prevent electromagnetic “leaks” by electrically enclosing the gear within a continuous conducting material that doesn’t have holes, and 2) insulating the gear from the metal cage.
The trash cans I have are “dog proof” ones (which held kibble in the past), having a handle that pulls up and firmly locks the
lid down. There still may be a few places where contact is not made, but hopefully these are small and few. For insulation, I used cardboard and also bubble-wrap packing material. Where the original padding material used for shipping the
radios is still available and would fit, I also used that.
It is important to include all microelectronic gear that is needed to operate the ham station, not just the transceiver itself
… CW keyer, hand mic, solar charge controller, TNC, small computer, etc. A PIPO or other miniature Windows device
would be perfect. Mesh network gear if you use that. Items such as coax, etc. would not need to be shielded.
So the contents of my Faraday cages are still in flux, as I think through possible set-ups that I might need.
(continued on page 18)
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Above and Right: These photos show Kate Hutton’s
improvised EMP resistant container made from commonly available items that can often be found
around the house or at the local hardware store.
Note the isolation of the protected equipment from
the conductive material and the continuous connection between the lid and the container.
One might want to ensure the aluminum under the
lid is bright and clean when initially storing the
equipment. If one really wants additional protection, he could install finger stock along the inside.
—Editor

Left: The container ready to be
stored….just in case the unthinkable
happens!
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What keeps coming to mind is that, if an emerging nuclear power that had perhaps workable missiles and nuclear warheads, but not-so-good accuracy or reentry vehicles, or if they only had a very few nuclear weapons, how might they cause
the greatest amount of havoc?
-30-

What is Expected of an RRI Radio Operator?
By James Wades (WB8SIW)
Traffic handlers may have noticed a decrease in “bulk traffic,” aka “spam” in recent months. Thanks to the efforts of a
number of individuals in RRI leadership, steps have been taken to address the issue of bulk traffic. These actions are
not designed to eliminate it, but rather to manage it.
Prior QNI articles have addressed the issue of bulk traffic in detail. These articles are well worth reading if you haven’t
done so already. Suffice to say; some bulk traffic has proven beneficial, whereas other bulk traffic has proven highly
destructive. Particularly problematic are the so-called “deathgrams,” which ask that the addressee to renew his ham
radio license based on 10-year old FCC data.
While in some cases, the “please renew your license” messages prove helpful, in far too many cases, it turns out that
the addressee is either deceased or incapacitated in some way. The result can be a tense, often angry response from a
widow or child of the decedent. Other problems include obsolete addresses and incorrect phone numbers culled from
old databases, which require significant time to research and correct. Some operators, quite rightly, feel it is NOT their
responsibility to do research for the originator. Unfortunately, the above problems have driven a number of highly
dedicated and effective volunteers off of traffic networks.
Yet, some bulk traffic proves beneficial. Examples include:
•

Messages welcoming new hams to the hobby.

•

Messages of congratulations for performance in contests and sprints.

•

Welcome messages originated when one joins a club or association.

These latter bulk messages are predicated on the RECENT actions of the addressee. Furthermore, they create a sense
of fraternity that is ultimately beneficial to the Amateur Radio Service. They allow the delivering station to invite the
addressee to attend a local radio club meeting or the like. Such a positive radiogram message may be a new or relatively new ham’s only exposure to the concept of radiograms!
Both bulk and personal messages are designed to exercise the system and provide training benefits for radio operators. The skills used on traffic nets translate to all emergency communications activities. By exercising the system, nets
remain healthy and viable.
Ultimately, traffic networks are in a “customer service” business, whether that customer is an individual radio amateur, a member of the public, or a served agency. The RRI operator should think of our national messaging layer as a
“retail business” or “service industry.” Our customers expect prompt, polite and conscientious service. For example;
would you continue to shop at an on-line retailer if the package you ordered never arrived at the door? You might forgive an error or one lost package, but what if ten, twenty or thirty percent of orders were never fulfilled?
A radiogram is simply a package containing thoughts and intelligence. When a message is originated (shipped), the
originator expects that it will be DELIVERED. Occasional errors, such as a misplaced message can be forgiven. Multiple
failures are simply not acceptable.
Accepting a message on a net is a responsibility. That message must either be relayed, delivered or serviced back. This
is the RRI operator’s duty and this duty is implicit in the process of participating in the net.
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The same is true for service messages. For example; if a message has the handling instruction “HXC,” one is obligated to send a SVC message back to the originator indicating date and time of delivery.
So here is what is expected of all RRI Registered Radio Operators:
•

Responsible origination of message traffic. Make sure the message is timely and relevant. Ensure that the message is directly or indirectly associated with the actions of the addressee or ensure that there is a direct or indirect (through a club or association) personal association with the addressee.

•

Research the address and phone number or e-mail. Ensure it is up-to-date and correct. It is the originator’s job
to do this research. It is NOT the duty of the delivering station.

•

Don’t bull traffic! This is an old commercial telegrapher’s term that describes the unprofessional action of sending an “OK” (QSL) on a message when one really didn’t copy it correctly (or at all)! Those who bull traffic were
quickly found out and removed from the telegraph industry. We should do the same here.

•

Use the national messaging layer. Send a “radiogram QSL card.” Make a point of sending a message once a
month to an out-of-state relative as a disaster preparedness function. Use the network for routine reports and
Amateur Radio organizational affairs.

Hurricanes Harvey, Irma and Maria have proven that traffic nets remain relevant. Traffic nets played an important
role in the response and numerous agencies and individuals were assisted. Let’s grow the network. Let’s get into the
grass-roots of our communities. Let’s be better prepared next time.
There are many modern, high-tech communications options available today, but once again, we have seen the value
in a decentralized, basic, survivable network. Get active, get trained, and organize your community and neighborhood for disaster response. Most importantly; have fun doing it by getting on the air and enjoying traffic nets!
Radio Relay International is here to make that task easier. Let’s work together to move Amateur Radio forward.

-30-

7290 Net Delivers the Goods!
By James Wades (WB8SIW)
Our congratulations to the staff of the 7290 Traffic Net, which serves Texas and surrounding areas. This
net was active during Hurricane Harvey and provided excellent service to the citizens of Texas. In addition
to providing connectivity between the State Operations Center at Austin and outlying agencies experiencing communications outages, the net provided a route for the origination of Health and Welfare messages
leaving the disaster area.
In one case, the net relayed an emergency call for a disaster victim trapped in the attic of his home.
The outstanding service of this net once again proves the value of maintaining a viable, active traffic infrastructure.
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Slow Down!
By James Wades (WB8SIW)
Those of us who have been active on traffic nets take many things for granted. No special forms are needed to construct a complete radiogram. The prowords and prosigns come naturally. The proper use of the phonetic alphabet is
second nature. Some can carry on a conversation, watch the evening news and follow the proceedings of a high-speed
radiotelegraph net simultaneously without breaking a sweat.
But what about the new ham? Imagine the new CW operator who is less than proficient and is trying to juggle his basic
CW skills with the nuances of traffic net operation, the radiogram and perhaps less than optimal local interference conditions. What about the more personal nature of phone nets during which a bit of embarrassment can feel far more
personal. Will one bad experience drive an operator away from nets forever?
Consider the new traffic handler who is taken to task for making errors. Perhaps a net manager or a fellow operator
fails to handle the situation delicately. Are you a drill sergeant or a friendly coach? The former works fine when the
participant has taken the oath of enlistment and has no choice but to “take it.” The latter works a bit better when it
comes to volunteers who are at liberty to get on the bus and go home!
Here are some ideas for welcoming new traffic operators:
•

Develop a systematic mentorship program. When a new operator checks into the net, collect his contact
information and assign an experienced net member to contact him and personally welcome him to the
net. The experienced net member can serve as the point-of-contact for the new operator to ask questions
or seek assistance as he learns more about traffic operations.

•

When errors in procedure occur on a net, treat them broadly. In other words, don’t point out the mistake
when it happens nor single out any one individual who made the error. Instead, deal with it after a discreet
“waiting period” and then address that type of error in a newsletter, broadcast e-mail or the like.

•

Have a systematic method of training operators. CW nets seem to do this a bit better than voice nets, but
the recommendation applies equally to both. A series of training messages transmitted once per net session can do much to assist new operators.

Finally, encourage new net members to take advantage of existing resources. For example
•

The Radio Relay International Field Manual FM-001

•

The various Radio Relay International power-point presentations

There is a variety of documentation available at www.radio-relay.org
Ultimately, the goal is to ensure that traffic handling is a fun and engaging operating activity that, while stressing professionalism, remains pleasant and inviting. Let’s weigh our words and actions carefully. Take a moment to remember
what it was like that first time you transmitted or received a radiogram on a net. Use that as your guide for treating
your fellow radio amateurs.

-30-
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Ordering RRI Name Badges
Radio Relay International Registered Radio Operators may now
order name badges with the RRI logo along with your name and
call sign. These badges offer an excellent way to be noticed at conventions and hamfests. Best of all, they promote Radio Relay International and identify you as a member of that elite group of operators who handle traffic with pride and dedication.
The Sign Man of Baton Rouge, Louisiana (NV5A) has been selected
as the exclusive supplier of RRI name badges. Once a month, they
are provided with the updated roster of RRI registered radio operators. When a badge is ordered, the order is compared against the
list and if everything checks out OK, the operators obtains the
badge. If questions arise, RRI headquarters is contacted to verify
eligibility for the badge.
Two types of badges are issued. The first type contains the corporate logo, which identifies the wearer as a
member of the Board of Directors, a standing committee or other national level leadership. The second type
is the RRI “field patch,” or unit insignia consisting of the RRI standard wrapped in the familiar laurel wreath
design.
Remember that you must be an RRI Registered Radio Operator to obtain a badge. The registration form is
available elsewhere in the newsletter. A fillable, on-line form is also available at the Radio Relay International
Web Page, which can be submitted electronically.
Ordering your badge is simple. Go to the following URL, locate “Radio Relay International” under “clubs and
groups” and complete the form and method of payment. The Sign Man will verify your eligibility and your
badge will be forthcoming shortly thereafter.
http://www.thesignman.com/

“Ham Radio” - A Verb or a Noun?
** An Editorial**
By James Wades (WB8SIW)
This recent e-mail, forwarded to me by the RRI Eastern Area Digital Coordinator is fairly typical today:
“I wanna buy a small HAM and was told about the UV-3R and I am debating between the regular
model and the PLUS model…….I want to hike in remote areas and have a lightweight emergency radio
that hopefully I will never ever have to use ;-)”
Much of the growth we see in Amateur Radio licensing is from preppers and others who interpret “ham radio” as a “noun.” A “ham radio” is an appliance or an “app” to be purchased or downloaded. Whereas prior
generations understood ham radio to be a hobby and an exploratory activity, today’s app-oriented generation raised on the latest tech gadgets sees ham radio as little more than just another tech gadget.
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Of course, experienced radio amateurs understand that access to the technology is only a small part of what
makes Amateur Radio such a resilient and useful tool in time of emergency. The real value lies in the
knowledge and skills developed through regular use and experimentation. The knowledge and understanding
of how radios work, how radio signals propagate on different frequencies and how to improvise communications solutions with temporary antennas and components all contribute to the resiliency of “ham radio.”
Also important is the ability to communicate effectively. One must understand communications protocols. He
should be able to use them intuitively. Ideally, one should at least have the ability to use such basic communications tools as proper prowords and the ITU (ICAO) Phonetic Alphabet.
In other words...it is NOT enough to simply purchase a “ham radio.” One wouldn’t purchase a firearm and
assume that safety training and some practice at the range isn’t required. One wouldn’t purchase an automobile and drive it onto an expressway for his first time behind the wheel. So why would one buy a “ham radio”
and not use it periodically in useful activities such as nets and local EMCOMM groups, so he can actually be
prepared for that emergency that may or may not happen?
Perhaps the e-mail exemplified in this article and the many like it we encounter is indicative of a serious
problem in the Amateur Radio Service. We are not attracting radio operators, experimenters or hobbyists
who want to learn about communications technology. Rather, we are attracting preppers who want to buy a
product that will sit on the shelf, perhaps unused forever. We are attracting SAR and other volunteer groups
who want to use the infrastructure provided by dedicated hams, but who are nonetheless unwilling to join
the club that funds the infrastructure they rely on when they’re deployed. An older generation called that
“getting used.”
Perhaps some of the blame lies with today’s active radio amateurs. Perhaps we have become insular. Everyone seems to be wrapped up in the activities of their “tribe.” They look inward toward their favorite activity,
such as contesting, awards, sprints, number collecting or nets. We expect our national organization to promote the hobby, but in reality, they are limited in what they can do.
E-mails such as the one reprinted here should be a wake-up call to the fraternity of radio amateurs. We are
not doing a good job of explaining our hobby to the general public. Unless we change this, the infrastructure
we provide in the form or organizations, clubs, nets and the like will simply go away. We need a national organization that understands how to prioritize its funding and efforts with an eye toward the future. The “big
boys with big toys” mentality will not save ham radio.
Is it time to elect leaders to our national associations who have some vision? Think about it.
-30-
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What if?
By Kate Hutton (K6HTN)
I admit it: I daydream while I’m at the gym doing my cardio.
Today I was daydreaming about being a traffic-handling radio operator in “the zone” of Hurricane Harvey. In
order to concentrate on the interesting stuff, I assumed that my family & pets were safe. I had food & drinking water enough to have the luxury of getting down to the business of communications.
(In my daydream,) I had a four-wheel drive pick-up equipped with UHF, VHF & HF, plus some FRS & GMRS
radios. I also had a couple of fully charged lithium-iron-phosphate batteries. I had the thought that perhaps I
should have included a CB radio, as well. I was able to get to an open area, like a park or community center,
that was “high & dry.”
Where to start?
I started by listening to the FRS & GMRS. I heard users running their batteries down talking to each other, for
moral support. So I broke in and asked if I could relay any messages for anyone. I got quite a few “tell the
Feds we need to be rescued.” Also, a few “can you get a message to the outside?” So I took messages.
I told everyone to compose a “text message” with the relevant info, i.e. “keep it short.” I said if the message
was to a specific person, I needed the address (or at least the street) and phone number. I asked them to
append their name and location at the end, especially if they needed rescue services. If there were any specific medical needs, that should be contained in the text.
Upon getting these messages, I added a preamble “just in case” they needed to become radiograms. I assumed that most of these would get a Priority or Welfare precedence, depending on the content. But I wondered about rescue requests that involved someone who needed critical medication or had an injury. Could I
get away with passing an EMERGENCY message? Any addressee listed as “the Feds” was changed to
“Incident Commander,” assuming the message would be routed appropriately.
When I had enough that seemed sufficiently important, I put everyone else “on hold” and started looking for
outlets. I’m sure that if I was from the local area and was involved with ARES or RACES, I would know where
the nets would likely be. I would know where and when the Region 5 net would be. I was aware of the 7290
Traffic Net and also CAN.
So I added preambles and I got checked into a net, saying I had messages from individual citizens, how many
in each precedence. I said I did not have Winlink, but did have HF and of course, VHF simplex. The net assigned someone to take my messages.
I started out with “if you are using ICS 213 forms, put the first line I’m going to give you in the comment section, or at the bottom.” In other words, let’s not take time explain what it is. If they know what radiograms
are, all the better. Once everything was passed, then I went back for more. Word had spread, so there were
more.
Funny thing, though, my workout was over!
Hopefully, this was a useful “exercise” for me, to start thinking not so abstractly about disaster conditions,
what might arise and what information, as well as gear, the NATSTRATCOM folks (which really could end up
being any of us!) need to have on hand. We also need to go to the people who want to communicate, whoever and wherever they are. They can’t come to us, because they don’t know about us.
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Getting Started on IATN
By Marty Ray, RRI Central Area IATN Manager (N9SE)
Many organizations have elite units, which feature only the most highly qualified individuals in a profession.
Examples include special forces units in the military, SWAT organizations in law enforcement, or those that
rise to the top in their professions. Amateur Radio public service communications also has its elite unit: The
operators who staff the Inter-Area Traffic Network (IATN). This article explains the purpose of the IATN, how
it works and what it takes to become an IATN operator.
Have you ever wondered how your message traffic gets to its destination once you send it on your local net?
Message routing, relay and delivery is accomplished by a cycle of layered, affiliated state, region and area
nets that meet on a synchronized schedule across North America. Local and state nets provide for the exchange of traffic within a given state or province through one or more CW, voice and data nets. Region nets
cover several states and are more or less aligned by call area. The highest level net is the area net, which
spans multiple regions. There are three area nets covering the Eastern, Central, and Western service areas of
the United States and Canada. Modes used for Region and Area nets are voice (day) and CW (evening).
Regional traffic flows between neighboring states via the region net. Similarly, messages between the regions within an area are relayed through the area net. But how does a message originating on a Florida
traffic net find its way across the country to California? That is where the IATN comes in.
The purpose of the IATN is to relay traffic between the Eastern, Central and Western areas. The IATN is not a
traffic net, but rather a group of highly skilled operators exchanging traffic between area nets on point-topoint circuits (high speed radiotelegraph circuits, voice circuits and data circuits).
IATN operators are assigned a particular schedule or “network function” to either relay outgoing traffic from
a specified area net or to receive incoming traffic from another area. This relay is
usually performed on an out-of-net
schedule between IATN operators. Each
IATN function is identified by a phonetic
alphabet name, (ALPHA, BRAVO, CHARLIE, etc.). Each station has a specific job,
as illustrated in the figure below. For example, the job of “Station INDIA” is to report in to the Western Area Net and collects all of the traffic destined for the
Central Area, then meet “Station FOXTROT” at their prearranged time and frequency to relay the traffic.
An IATN operator might perform only one
IATN function per week. On other days of
the week, other operators perform the
same function. IATN operates seven days
per week.
Diagram showing IATN schedules between RRI Area Nets
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The IATN is managed by Inter-Area Traffic
Network Managers. There are typically

two IATN Managers in each area, one for Cycle 2 (daytime) and the other for Cycle 4 (evening). The IATN
mangers are responsible for appointing capable, experienced operators to the IATN functions.
Because of the importance of the function, great care is taken in selecting IATN operators. Becoming an IATN
operator is considered by many to be a honor and those who are selected to become IATN operators experience a feeling of pride in the accomplishment.
Although there are no requirements written in stone, IATN stations and operators must meet certain qualifications.
In terms of equipment, an IATN station must have adequate signal power and the appropriate mode and frequency capability to perform the job to be done. IATN "skeds" can be challenging due to poor propagation,
noise and interference. In our day to day operations as radio amateurs, when conditions are poor we can just
go find someone else to talk to or simply turn off the radio and try again another day, however, the IATN operates every day, rain, shine, or solar disturbance. The importance of circuit quality may not be readily apparent to the casual observer, but keep in mind that we are striving for 100 percent accuracy when relaying
message traffic and a "traffic-quality" signal is a key enabler.
So how does this translate to equipment requirements? For some IATN functions, a 100 watt transceiver may
be satisfactory under normal conditions, but you would be surprised how frequently conditions are not
"normal" and more power is required. Because of this, IATN stations should include an amplifier. Obviously,
having the capability of adjusting transmitter power up to the legal-limit results in the highest probability of
success, but even a small 600-watt amplifier can make a big difference.
Achieving a good traffic-quality circuit involves more than just transmitter power, however. We also need to
consider the receiver and antenna. Most of us already have a radio with an acceptable receiver. Pretty much
any reasonably modern receiver will provide acceptable results for the job at hand, with a couple of caveats.
For radiotelegraph work, a narrow IF DSP or crystal filter is a requirement. Narrow filters do more than just
reduce interference from stations on adjacent frequencies. Reducing the receiver bandwidth improves the
signal to noise ratio, allowing you to hear a weak signal more clearly. For voice circuits, narrow filters are also
beneficial and a receiver which also includes variable passband tuning and DSP noise reduction is a good
choice.
The traditional antenna advice "as high and in the clear as possible" is more or less applicable here, along
with a few additional details. On 40 and 80 meters, a dipole is hard to beat. On medium-range circuits, and
even long-haul circuits, a dipole will almost always work better than a vertical. The most important factor for
dipole antennas is height. A low dipole directs most of the transmitter's power straight up. This is perfect for
state nets, but IATN stations won't benefit from such a high angle of radiation. It would be better to install
the antenna higher. A dipole (or inverted-vee) mounted a half wavelength above the ground provides excellent performance for IATN circuits. For many of us, this may be achievable on 40 meters and up, but not on
80 meters. If this is the case. fear not. As it turns out, a low dipole can still outperform a vertical on 80 meters. For a more in-depth explanation, there is an excellent talk given by Frank Donovan, W3LPL, entitled
"Improving 160 and 80-meter antenna performance," available on YouTube. Every station has its own set of
constraints. Whatever the antenna limitations may be, just be aware of the effects when mounting a dipole
significantly lower than one half wavelength. If a decent dipole installation just isn't possible, a vertical is a
good second choice on the lower bands.
On 20 meters and above, the best antenna is a dipole or a multi-element directional array, such as a yagi, logperiodic or quad. (A dipole works fine for the author.) For most stations, it is possible to mount a dipole or
yagi at least one-half wavelength above the ground. A vertical simply can't compete with a dipole on the
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higher bands.
In addition to the equipment qualifications described above, an IATN operator must have the highest caliber
of operating ability and traffic net savvy. This is an operator with experience on the higher-level nets and one
who has mastered all of the essential traffic handling skills, procedures and protocols defined in the Methods
and Practices Guidelines (MPG). For a Cycle 4 (evening) operator, this is also an operator with a high level of
Morse code proficiency. Again, there are no hard and fast rules. We are amateur radio operators, not full
time professional telegraphers, but, in general, an IATN operator should be able to send and receive at least
20 WPM.
Operator skill is the single most important factor. It is much more important than the station equipment. Regardless of whether you have a dipole at 25 feet or a 4 element 40-meter yagi, the operator is the key part of
the system that brings it all together and makes it work. No matter how well engineered the station, there
will always be less than optimal conditions to deal with, and in the end, that shiny new rig and 40m yagi will
never be able to feel the satisfaction that two operators experience after zipping through a stack of messages
without a single fill and only a tap of the key from the receiving station to signal the start of the next message.
For those who aspire to become an IATN operator, here are some steps you can take:
First of all; gain experience. It would be totally unfair to expect an inexperienced operator to jump right in
and succeed as an IATN operator. If you are an operator who is just starting out in traffic nets, or one who
has only worked local and state level nets, take the next step and gain experience on region nets. Become a
liaison from your state net to the region net. If you are already a seasoned region net regular, volunteer to
help with area net liaison duties. The goal is to gain experience and proficiency on the area net, plus you will
interact with the IATN operators there.
Improve your station. Optimize your antennas. If you don't have a yagi, don't let
that stop you. After losing a large (and
expensive), multi-element antenna in an
ice storm several years ago, the author
has used nothing but simple wire antennas ever since with excellent results, not
just in traffic handling, but also in DXing
and contesting. Do some research and
make improvements.
Make sure that you have selected a radio with a good receiver and that your
station grounding, feedlines and other
connections have been constructed using good engineering principles. After
you have done all of this, if you don't
have an amplifier, get one.
Jim Wades (WB8SIW), Editor of the “QNI Newsletter” and Marty Ray (N9SE), RRI Central
Whether you are a radiotelegraph or Area IATN manager at historic Camp Wawasum near Grayling, Michigan. No. Those
aren’t antennas. They’re fly fishing rods!
voice operator, work to improve your
proficiency and to master the skills required for your mode. If you don't already, learn how to copy using a
computer keyboard (or on a "mill" for that matter). Handwriting becomes less desirable as both receiving
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speed and the volume of traffic increase. If your Morse code skills are not quite up to par, keep checking in to
the CW nets. Proficiency will rapidly improve if you get out of your comfort zone. Most operators will make
allowances for a new operator.
Finally, read and put into practice the operating procedures defined in the Method Practices and Guidelines.
-30-

New Traffic Training Column—Black Holes & Service Messages
By Kate Hutton (K6HTN), RRI Training Manager
It looks as if I have been appointed “Training Chief” at RRI. Hopefully, RRI is and will be enlisting many new volunteers.
Hopefully, also, old-timers will be inspired to look for ways to improve RRI’s performance as time goes on. So I have
asked Mr. Wades, the QNI editor, if I could have a regular Training Column, so that I feel committed to come up with
material on a regular basis.
If you have ideas on topics to be addressed, or if you are interested in working with me on the training committee, feel free
to send me a radiogram or an email (if you have significantly more than 25-words) at katehutton at gmail dot com.

Training Column 1: Black Holes & Service Messages
The following has happened to me (LAX STM) several times. I manage to find a likely prospect for the traffic nets, perhaps a new ham but certainly a new traffic handler, and I start talking up traffic handling as a way to gain radio skills and
form a disciplined operations style for use in future disaster situations. I convince said person to pick a friend or relative
outside our local area and send them a radiogram. I explain the form and make sure the radiogram has proper addressing
information and the message text is clear. I explain the route the message will take and why it may take some time to
reach its destination. I ask the sender to 1) call or email their addressee right away to warn them a stranger may call to deliver a message, and 2) ask the addressee to let them know when the message arrives.
Then, nothing. The radiogram just disappears, as if into a cosmic black hole. Untraceable.
We know what most of the pitfalls are. Not everyone has up-to-date addresses and phone numbers, even for their own
relatives, stored in their smart phones. Phone numbers get corrupted in route. Some parts of U.S. just have no outlets.
You just, apparently, can’t get (a radiogram) from here to there. Some people never answer their phone, especially if they
don’t know the caller (understandable, considering) and/or don’t have or play back voicemail. Etc.
Whatever the reason, however, the result is a great disappointment and disillusionment on the part of the new ham and
myself, both. New hams and seasoned operators alike cannot take traffic handling as a serious pursuit if the messages don’t
get through! This is important; we can’t emphasize it enough! If the system doesn’t work in “peacetime” then how can
served agencies or individuals expect it to work in a disaster situation?
Radio Relay International (or any other traffic organization) MUST solve this problem, or the rest of our efforts run the
risk of being wasted! We will not be taken seriously.
If there are no close outlets, than someone with a number of free minutes on their phone needs to attempt delivery, or …
well, most of us can afford 49 cents for postage now and then to help make the system work.
In a real disaster situation, delivery can and probably will be made from the first station the radiogram encounters that has
working telephone and/or internet service. Long-distance calls are, although in some cases still more expensive than local
calls, no longer the financial burden that they were in George Hart’s day. The only real reason for getting our Routine
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messages “as close as possible” is for more operators to have the benefit of the practice and training opportunities (have
your new recruits help with deliveries!).
That being said, there will still be failures. Bad phone numbers, corrupted messages, rude recipients, you name it. What
we need to do is use these experiences to begin to debug our system(s), so we can become more reliable as a service. We
already have one tool for that. That tool is the service message (addressed to the originating station of the original message
… the callsign in the preamble).
A service message (SVC) is mandatory in two cases. First is if the handling instructions call for one: HXC (send a return
radiogram to the originating station confirming delivery) or HXD (send a return radiogram to the originating station confirming having relayed the message).
The other mandatory case is if the message cannot be delivered, for whatever reason. ARL SIXTY SEVEN is normally
used for this purpose.
“Your message number ______ undeliverable because of ______. Please advise.”
At very minimum, the NR of the original message is needed. Probably some backup up info would be helpful, as well, in
case the NR has been or gets corrupted in transit. For example, the first “blank” might contain not only just NR 502, but
instead NR 502 W3JY, for redundancy. The second “blank” is for the reason the message was undeliverable. It might be
BAD PHONE NUMBER or ADDRESSEE MOVED NO FORWARDING INFO, etc. I would suggest, however, that if
the reason for failure has to do with the telephone number provided, then that number should be included, in case IT was
corrupted in transit. For example: 215 853 1212 OUT OF SERVICE rather than just PHONE OUT OF SERVICE. This
provides the originating station and perhaps the person sending the message with possibly useful information.
Needless to say, the NR of the original message is absolutely necessary. Otherwise, how would the recipient of the SVC
know which messages is being serviced?
There are some cases where the sending of a SVC message sometimes slips through the cracks. One such situation would
be if the delivering station doesn’t look at the handling instructions! Always look at the handling instructions! Write your
SVC message right away and stick it in your outgoing rack.
Some uncertainty can also arise if a message is “delivered” (directly to the addressee) on a traffic net. In that case, the
transfer may not be conceived of as a delivery, as opposed to just another relay. This happens commonly enough that,
when I pick up a message with an HXC handling instruction, that is directed to me, on a net, I normally send an ARL FIFTY THREE, “just in case.”
By the way, SVC messages are radiograms and provide just as much practice as any other, provided they are sent over the
air! So it is to everyone’s advantage if you use righteous radiogram format and if you utilize the traffic nets or digital networks.
To summarize, we need to be diligent about 1) deliveries, and 2) if delivery is not possible, then our SVC messages. This
will help us determine geographically where problems exist and more recruiting needs to be done. If we are to be taken
seriously as a radio service, we need to adopt a slogan along the lines of “TRAFFIC HANDLERS DELIVER!” and operate
accordingly.
Thanks you!!
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RRI Implements Fund Raising Program
Radio Relay International has established an eBay auction channel designed to serve as a fund-raiser for our
nonprofit organization.
RRI does not have a dues structure. Donations to RRI are voluntary. As such, it is always necessary to seek
sources of revenue to maintain operations. One such method is through whole or partial equipment donations. For example, RRI supporters are welcome to donate equipment to be auctioned. While all equipment
is welcome, the value of the equipment should be such that the investment of time and labor spent in the
auction process should be less than the likely equipment value. In other words, it may not be worthwhile to
auction off that old roll of coax or an old 572B vacuum tube, but a used transceiver, amplifier or antique radio would certainly prove beneficial.
RRI supporters may also arrange for RRI to auction off a piece of equipment for them. The seller could specify
a percentage of the final profit for the use of RRI. This might be 10-percent or 90-percent. It’s up to the seller.
The idea here is to generate some revenue in a unique way that is not excessively burdensome to our supporters. At present, a core group of RRI leadership and loyal registered radio operators are bearing much of
the cost of operations. This is a way for other supporters to assist without a significant cash outlay.
Our first auction item will be a Begali “Sculpture” key donated by Bob Hecht, N3AAK. Bob originally donated
the key with the intent of raffling it off at the Dayton Hamvention. However, the key is so beautiful and valuable, it was the opinion of those present that it would be better to auction it in a more “fruitful” manner. This
gave birth to the idea of eBay auctions to support RRI fund-raising.
Please keep an eye out for subsequent bulletins announcing RRI auctions. When the Begali Sculpture key
auction goes live, we will send a bulletin out to all RRI Registered Radio Operators and QNI Newsletter subscribers.
Remember, bid early and bid often!
Thank you to all of our subscribers and RRI
supporters for your continued efforts!

Questions can be directed to:
info@radio-relay.org
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Note: A fillable PDF form is available at
32 our web page: www.radio-relay.org

Operation Black Swan
By Matt Curtin (KD8TTE), Ohio Amateur Radio Emergency Services ®
Support BLACK SWAN, especially on October 7 and 8, 2017!
Info packet available at https://sites.google.com/view/blackswan/2017/info-packet. Brief promotional video at https://youtu.be/oJEzSgp1x-8.
Throughout Iowa, Illinois, Indiana, and Ohio, radio operators will be testing the ability to keep
communication flowing in the face of various infrastructure failures. Amateur radio operators
from ARES, RACES, RRI, CERT, and other public service organizations will be supporting tactical
communications for their served agencies, including state and local emergency management
agencies. Traffic nets will be in operation to support welfare traffic from (simulated) shelters
and related operations to friends and family of displaced citizens in Alaska, Connecticut, and
Europe, in addition to the area of operation.
Military units from the Ohio Military Reserve and Indiana State Guard will also be exchanging
traffic with amateur stations, simulating domestic military civil support and sustainment operations. Both Air Force MARS and Army MARS will also be in operation. Additionally, the exercise
will use 60-meter channels for interoperability with government stations. Be prepared to copy
situation reports from government stations and to relay into amateur nets!
Schedule:
Oct 1-6: Build up, local operations only;
Oct 7-8: intense activity for entire exercise; and
Oct 9-15: recovery period, local operations only.
To participate, you'll be able to coordinate using our concept of operations and template exercise plan (ExPlan). See instructions and links to the needed documentation at https://
sites.google.com/view/blackswan/2017/info-packet.

We look forward to your traffic!
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Multi-State Disaster Exercise to Take
Place October 7 & 8
Radio Relay International operators
should reserve the weekend of October 7 and 8 to support a significant
exercise involving several states in the
Upper Midwest.
The exercise is scheduled for the official ARRL Simulated Emergency Test
weekend. A number of organizations
are involved including both Amateur
Radio and various served agencies.

As might happen in a real disaster, the
details of the response, as well as
mode/frequency assignments will be
released in an exercise operational bulletin immediately before the RRI portion of the exercise begins.
Expect numerous bulletins leading up
to the SET weekend as well as operational bulletins transmitted on nets and
via HF radio.

The exercise is centered in Ohio, but
will involve communications with surrounding states including Illinois, Iowa
and even Alaska!

Yes, there will be traffic for RRI and
other nets. Arrangements have been
made for exercise injects to e originated via various networks.

RRI members should be prepared to
monitor specified watch frequencies
for both regional and IATN functions.

Radio operators in states surrounding
the exercise should be available to assist!

The relevance of Amateur radio
All contents are Copyright 2017.
This publication may be distributed unmodified and in its entirety free of charge to the Amateur Radio Community.

For a couple of decades now, many have been forecasting the demise of Amateur
Radio emergency communications programs. “We’re no longer needed,” was the
typical cry. “We have cell phones and wireless internet everywhere.”
The wake-up call has been heard! Three significant hurricanes in a matter of weeks,
all of which have once again proven that Amateur Radio remains a relevant and
much needed emergency communications resource.
Of particular interest was the importance of not just traffic networks, but the
demand for health and welfare traffic services, both of which were heretofore
repeatedly dismissed as irrelevant by the so-called “leadership” of ham radio.
Let this situation serve as a reminder that ham radio in general, and our national
messaging layer provided by Radio Relay International remain timely and relevant.
Volunteers are needed to staff our daily communications circuits and to provide the
needed infrastructure to support our Digital Traffic Network.
We need active CW, voice and digital operators to ensure we are
genuinely prepared the next time “the big one” hits.
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